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Dr. Wieschoff to Address Forum On Africa And U.N.

The University of Pittsburgh will present Dr. H. A. Wieschoff, chairman of the Department of Political Science and Security Affairs, in a series of lectures at 5 p.m. Thursday, March 8, in 284-286 Phipps Hall. Dr. Wieschoff was born in Germany and was educated at the universities of Gottingen, Berlin, and Heidelberg. In his most recent labors, Dr. Wieschoff has been engaged in the study of African affairs, and is a noted authority on colonial reconstruction and development in Africa.

Men Urged to Take April SSCQ Tests

The Dean has urged all students who have not yet taken the selective service classification examination to sign up for the test when it is next given, March 14. All students who intend to take this test should apply on or before March 14 for most Selective Service local boards and bring in a card for a bulletin of information.

Followings week, in the bulletin, the students should fill out their forms immediately. In the envelope provided, an examination office card and United States governmental form should be postmarked no later than March 14.

The current induction age of registrants is 18 which means that most students complete registration at least ten days prior to obtaining an induction notice. However, the older-undergraduate group, with no definite plan of entering graduate school may be subject to call. The basic announcement of the Selective Service System, is that all students are required to sign up for this spring's registration. All available space is reserved for such students. Registration for this spring's screening can be considered for the above mentioned group only if their class standing would place them in a lower registration category.

Listings for March Job Interviews is Closed

The Placement Office announced that all job interviews scheduled for the month of March will be closed. The interviews, Monday, March 7, American Life Insurance Company, 9:30 a.m.; Tuesday, March 8, Standard Life Insurance Company, 2:00 p.m.; Wednesday, March 9, Second National Bank, 10:00 a.m.; Thursday, March 10, First National City Bank, 1:00 p.m.; Friday, March 11, 12th Street, 10:30 a.m.; Saturday, March 13, 8:30 a.m.

WSGC to Present China Demonstration March 11

The Women's Student Government will present a film about China, cream, silver and demimetal demonstration March 11, at 1:00 p.m. in the Lenter box in the library. A demonstration will be held in the Lenter box in the library. A demonstration will be conducted by a representative from the China Demonstration League of Pittsburgh. The demonstration will be conducted by a representative from the China Demonstration League of Pittsburgh. The demonstration will be conducted by a representative from the China Demonstration League of Pittsburgh.

English Club to Meet, Discuss Modern Poetry

Modern Poetry, Word Said or Traced to Modernism, will be the subject of the next meeting of the English Club. Representatives of the English Club will discuss the role of modern poetry in today's society and the influence that modern poets have had on the literary world. The meeting will be held at 7:00 p.m. in the meeting room of the English Club, located in the Lenter box in the library.

Notice

After dinner on Tuesday, March 6, a joint meeting of the Berkeley Chapel of the United University of Cardiovascular Disease and the Sigma Gamma Phi Chapter of the University of Pittsburgh will be held. The meeting will be held at 7:00 p.m. in the meeting room of the English Club, located in the Lenter box in the library.

U.C. Students and Professors Tour In Washington

Nine U.C. students and two faculty members, among them the Rev. Mon- signor D. E. G. Grogan, S.J., professor of the University of Pittsburgh, will be among the group of 100 students who will tour the nation's capital this spring. The tour is sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh and the Community Relations Council of the United States.

Dr. Wieschoff joined the Uni- versity of Pittsburgh faculty in 1920. His first position was that of chairman of the Department of Political Science and Security Affairs since 1928. Dr. Wieschoff's work in the field of international relations has been extensive and he has made significant contributions to the study of African affairs. In his present position, Dr. Wieschoff is responsible for the development of the University of Pittsburgh's international relations program.

Two Ursinus Girls Attend Conference

Joanne Leventis and Othelia Alphonse, both of the University of Pittsburgh, will attend the conference on women's rights, Feb. 24-25 in Washington D.C. The conference is sponsored by the Women's National Political Convention and the National Women's Trade Union League.

Placement Director Announces Placement

Mr. Mrinich, placement director for Ursinus College, has announced that members of his staff have been working on the placement of students who have completed their studies. The staff has been working to secure employment for these students and has secured employment for over 90% of the graduating class.

Y Commissions to Meet On Wednesday, March 8; To Exalt Activities

At the meeting Tuesday, March 6, the Y.W.C.A. at the University of Pittsburgh announced that the Y.W.C.A. will be holding a meeting on Wednesday, March 8, at 8:00 p.m. The purpose of the meeting is to discuss the activities of the Y.W.C.A. and to plan for the future.

Special Feature: Why An I.C.G.? by Bob Brown

In order to better prepare students for life after college, educational programs have come up with a new concept called the "Integrated College". One of the most popular I.C.G. programs is the Intercollegiate Legislature on College Values. The program is run by a group of students who are interested in the future of higher education and who want to make sure that their voices are heard.

Last year, through the efforts of the I.C.G., a group of students at Ursinus, who had become interested in the program, decided to take action. They decided to challenge the university administration, who generally forbid the I.C.G. convention to try to oust the program from the university. The students were successful in their efforts and the program continues to grow.

The Senior-Professors Tour in Washington

The annual Senior-Professors Tour in Washington will be held this spring. The tour is sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh and the Community Relations Council of the United States. The tour is open to both seniors and professors.

The Senior-Professors Tour in Washington will be held on Friday evening, March 8, at 8:00 p.m. in the Great Hall of the University of Pittsburgh. The tour is open to both seniors and professors.

The Senior-Professors Tour in Washington will be held on Friday evening, March 8, at 8:00 p.m. in the Great Hall of the University of Pittsburgh. The tour is open to both seniors and professors.

The Senior-Professors Tour in Washington will be held on Friday evening, March 8, at 8:00 p.m. in the Great Hall of the University of Pittsburgh. The tour is open to both seniors and professors.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Dear Editor,

Re: "Richter -- Perhaps a Case of Nihilism"

Eichmann will conduct himself in accordance with Jewish custom, if he did his duty to his country as he was required of him, when he was murdered six years ago.

All the while defenders of so-called Eichmann's Jewish soul with the words, "I could have done more.

Do Eichmann tear more into the soul of the Jew, or out of his adjustment to the real environment?

Ted Wolf

Dear Editor,

With the close of the basketball season, I feel it is proper that I take this opportunity to thank the Ursinus College students who have made the experience enjoyable. I have been enthused with the enthusiasm of those unselfish men that we have in basketball. Some participants have given all they have, but three men have served with great dedication and expectancy.

Should we believe in a "These as the times change around campus, we can feel that this really good game should be the result. Plan to attend the game Tuesday evening in the New Gym.

Robert J. Allen

Dear Editor,

And Defend Their House:

After reading the review of Mr. Pratts' article (The Ursinus Weekly, March 1, 1961), I would like to express my own ideas on this subject.

In my opinion, a person who has written an article that has obviously been very well researched, has no right to be excused without a retraction. It is an insult to many people by not acknowledging this fact.

As for the drudgery of the hermaphrodite, he states that he cannot understand how the reader could be so stupid as to write such a ridiculous article.

I would like to know why the writer, Mr. Pratt, feels that he has the right to publish such an article. Is it necessary for the writer of this article to be a hermaphrodite to understand the drudgery of this condition?

Sincerely yours,

Robert J. Breslow

A Naturalistic Doctrine of Ethics

By Richard F. Levine

Note: I'm not trying to be a judge; I am only exploring the bases for judgment of some things.

Life is a dynamic existence. Biological beings grow in size and an end, reproduce, and change in many ways in a space-time continuum through the activities of one such being the directed and maintained by the interactions of the being for some end. And that end can only be reproduction and the start of the next cycle of life activities.

Reproduction is the singularly proper quality for defining life; it is necessary to the continuity of life activities.

If death doesn't exist, then reproduction must have a cause or there would be no future.

The solution, then, is to see action to improve on previously existing or post reproductive efficiency. Referring to the 1961 convention of the American Psychological Association, we can call it Malthusianism. For now and for the future, we must be concerned with the problem of population growth and its impact on the environment. If we are unable to solve this problem, we may face a future where our species is unable to sustain itself.

I have an empirical psychological and physiological basis for life's biological beings to exist and to reproduce. Because of all that, life's biological beings are capable of reproduction. It is only when the individual becomes part of the species, of his life activities, of which the ultimate purpose is to enable him to reproduce, that the individual can become part of the species, of his life activities, of which the ultimate purpose is to enable him to reproduce.

This statement is based on the hypothesis that the species' existence is its own purpose, and that the species' existence is its own purpose.

Carole Smith, "Tannen Smith, Pat Dickenson, Margot Richardson, Bob Swinton First, "Pipin' Hot Sandwiches"

Coca-Cola Bottling Company

The Philadelphia Coca-Cola Bottling Company

We find your students to be enjoying the drinks, and are happy to support the cause.

Richard F. Levine, "The Ursinus Weekly"

Editor's note: We would like to thank the Philadelphia Coca-Cola Bottling Company for their support of our publication. Their generous donations have allowed us to continue providing quality content for our readers. We appreciate their partnership and look forward to working with them in the future.

---

Reflections

This may be off the editorial track, but it is a sincere desire I did. My duty to my country, who proved that professors can be clowns; a debonair Mr....

---
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WEEKLY THOUGHT:

"It is the greatest of the good moments. What they give me makes me less fearful of a certain grave. And gives his work compassion and new eyes. The days that make us happy make us wise." -- John Mansfield

EDITORIAL

Reflections

This may be off the editorial track, but it is a sincere desire I did. My duty to my country, who proved that professors can be clowns; a debonair Mr. At this time I cannot an often death was not enough.

Deans, faculty members, faculty wives, preceptresses, and...
Intramural Corner

Tonight is a critical night for the Group C girls' basketball team; they'll pit their skills against South Berks. The winner of this contest will meet the varsity in the finals. The outcome of this encounter will determine the course of the season. Dick Dean, who's been grappling against a strong-smooth-working foe, has won an undefeated frosh league singles title, at eight on March 6. Preventing the championship will be a tough challenge, where there will be both intra-frosh and inter-frosh, as well as individual and group competition.

A last reminder to all those considering entering the intramural wrestling tournament: while weight-classes are not stipulated, the weight-classes will be allowed. The weight classes are identical to those of the college type classes, starting at 125 to 155 or the unlimited class. A warning to all those interested—oil contastants in preliminary bouts must weigh in fast prior to each bout, and the most important, is that the hair weight allowance will be given. In this tournament both individual and individual championships will be held.

Baseball is another sport Ursinus does well in, and practice has already started, and it is rumored that the freshman crop looks good this year. If the diamond men can only do their share and sit back and wait for improvement with every match and given more time would Hercules that made good than an expert wrestler. Jim did.

Our pion and balance.

Ladies Defeat Immaculata Girls

On March 2, the girls' basketball team traveled to Immaculata and came away with the win to the credit. The final score was 56-48. The game was a fast one, with both teams working well. The first quarter was fairly even. Immaculata scored for every time the U. C. ladies dropped one. In the second quarter, the Ursinus girls, coming out of the cold, started moving; Collegeville girls pulled out in the first half at the half. Again, in the third period, Ursinus was working hard, and U. C. kept the lead. Immaculata started working very well in the last minutes of the game, but the margin was too great. The 56-48 gives us the victory a second time over Immaculata.

The Ursinus wrestling team put two men in the finals last Saturday at the Middle Atlantic Wrestling tournament was held. Both Dick Dean and Will Abele reached the finals, and both were defeated by former champions. Dean was defeated by Trintz, 5-2, and Abele dropped an 8-4 decision to John P. Getzinger.

Tennis placed fifth in its second season with a 25-point total, their highest scoring in several years. Wilkes College won the tournament with 23 points for the fourth year in a row, but Lycoming tied 42 for fourth place. The Most Valuable Wrestler Award was given to Brooks Yeager, a 132-pounder from Getzinger.

On his way to the finals, Dean had a 7-5 decision before losing to Dick Dean pinned Sweet of Buck.

Ursinus Swimming Team

Downed by W., 54-12

The Ursinus swimming team was fairly successful in entering the intraural swimming tournament. Their first defeat with a 54-12 score, the Ursinus swimmers found that they were losing badly in starting and turning skills. Some of these losses have been working on these defects almost exclusively in past practices hoping to be able to turn back the Chestnut Hill girls at home (the Northeast YWCA) on March 20. The Ursinus swimmers are also working hard to gain back the intra-curricular meet which will be held on Saturday, March 20, at the Richland College Pool for a golf enthusiasts.

Girls’ Badminton Team

Remains Unaffected

The girls’ varsity badminton team remains undefeated this season with their third win of the year. Denni provided little competition at the varsity game. The U. C. girls competed at 5-0 win on the powers.

College Pharmacy

221 MAIN STREET

Books
Gifts for all occasions
Fayetteville Village, Pa. 17422-314

COLELGVILLE LAUNDRY

Next to the Hockey Field

S. Miller & Son

211 High St., Pottstown

"THE CELLAR"

For everything in Traditional, University Men's Wear.

SALE
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Ursinus Grapplers Place Two Men in MAC Finals

Dick Dean and Will Abele Place Second in Middle Atlantic Athletic Tournament

Not at the 1961 tournament, the Ursinus wrestling team placed first in the finals last Saturday at the Middle Atlantic Wrestling tournament was held. Both Dick Dean and Will Abele reached the finals, and both were defeated by former champions. Dean was defeated by Trintz, 5-2, and Abele dropped an 8-4 decision to John P. Getzinger.

Tennis placed fifth in its second season with a 25-point total, their highest scoring in several years. Wilkes College won the tournament with 23 points for the fourth year in a row, but Lycoming tied 42 for fourth place. The Most Valuable Wrestler Award was given to Brooks Yeager, a 132-pounder from Getzinger.

On his way to the finals, Dean had a 7-5 decision before losing to Dick Dean pinned Sweet of Buck.

Ursinus Swimming Team

Downed by W., 54-12

The Ursinus swimming team was fairly successful in entering the intraural swimming tournament. Their first defeat with a 54-12 score, the Ursinus swimmers found that they were losing badly in starting and turning skills. Some of these losses have been working on these defects almost exclusively in past practices hoping to be able to turn back the Chestnut Hill girls at home (the Northeast YWCA) on March 20. The Ursinus swimmers are also working hard to gain back the intra-curricular meet which will be held on Saturday, March 20, at the Richland College Pool for a golf enthusiasts.

Girls’ Badminton Team

Remains Unaffected

The girls’ varsity badminton team remains undefeated this season with their third win of the year. Denni provided little competition at the varsity game. The U. C. girls competed at 5-0 win on the powers.

Carol Heffelfinger, playing in the No. 1 singles game with Jane 13-1, While Abide Stanett and Jim Riddell defeated Locksley 11-5, 11-2 in the No. 2 doubles. Jim Riddell and Joanie Fey, playing in the No. 3 doubles, defeated Derksen 11-7, 11-6. Both Derksen and Shari Poehlman defeated their opponents 15-4, 15-3. Jim Riddell, who had won the last two matches because of a lack of experience, will be back with the teams this week.

Ursinus’ team lost to Rosemont, West, March 6, at 4 v. 5. Losses Will once again be played will also be played with at Penn, March 16, against Swarthmore and March 22, against Penn.

The game was a fast one, with given more time would Hercules that made good than an expert wrestler. Jim did.
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Books
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Fayetteville Village, Pa. 17422-314
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S. Miller & Son
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For everything in Traditional, University Men's Wear.
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O P P O R T U N I T Y

Challenging summer jobs for outstanding juniors and sophomores—leading to successful careers with Sealtest Foods

We’re looking for good men among juniors and sophomores, in the upper half of the class, active in extracurricular organizations, interested in a business career, well-equipped with intelligence, initiative, and pleasant personality.

We offer interesting junior summer with Sealtest in sales, production, and accounting.

We offer good pay.

We offer good pay.

We offer a summer of experience and a chance to "try Sealtest for size."

Sealtest Foods is an opportunity company—progressive, on-the-grow. It is a division of National Dairy Products Corporation, one of America’s top 25 companies in the nation.

Ask your Placement Director for an interview when our interviewer will be on campus.

Interviews

March 8th

First choice for Personal Requirements—We're looking for people with con

SUGGESTED HARDWARE

Briefcases—We are scouring the market for the best briefcases. We will consider the best briefcase in the market.

College Cut Rate

5th Ave. & Main St.

First Choice for Personal Requirements—We buy our products with con

SUGGESTED HARDWARE

Briefcases—We are scouring the market for the best briefcases. We will consider the best briefcase in the market.

College Cut Rate

5th Ave. & Main St.
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Chapel Commentary
by John Pisto

Tuesday, March 1

“...if you’d just stay calm, my dear, then sin, thus sin bravely”... Stirring up the hidden reserves of the faculty, Dr. Torker was in good form.

The questions ranged from what should students often criticize as showing their passion for the truth to their current studies, and the answers were far from dull for anyone outside of class as a "brownstone"...

Thursday, March 3

Professor Torker, who heads the Language department committee, has completed a syndicated column usable in their art form. The column, which was not accepted in 1934 as patriotism to the Philadelphia Board of City Education, presented the article which was later accepted when the Einstein Theory of Relativity was finally released.

Friday, March 5

All of the students in the '23 class were gathered in the auditorium to celebrate the birthday of Dr. Creativity. The program included all the famous works of literature which were often mentioned in the Einstein Theory of Relativity...

Friday, March 10

All students who have participated in the Causes of the war effort have been selected to receive a certificate for their participation... The Social Science Department has been told that they will be able to participate in the celebration of the dawn of the new day...